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About Tzuki’s Plan B
Cookoon Game Lab’s new project is a simple platformer
game about a promising young scientist that struggles to
solve an environmental problem.
The idea started with a tiny yarn doll that was given life
for this project. The story’s plotline revolves around
the

importance

of

scientific

progress

regarding

environmental care, and on this basis, the title of the game
arised: Tzuki’s Plan B.
A planet at risk.
A failed experiment.
And a promising scientist’s plan B.

Tzuki’s Plan B will arrive to smartphone screens on April 22nd, 2021
In the meantime, you can preorder on App Store, from January 18th, 2021
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About Tzuki’s Plan B
Worried about the consequences of the excessive
extraction of Pyrosite ore, Tzuki devises a solution along
with her mentor. However, the experiment fails and
contamination dangerously extends over all Narona.
Luckily, the young scientist has a plan B to save the world,
and she is about to execute it.
A platformer adventure that will take you all across Narona.
More than 40 levels and challenges.
Four unique playable characters.
Short games to relax in leisure time.
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Characters
Tzuki
She messed
up big time.

Cedric
He’s
awesomely
awkward.

Barani
She’s a Full
Metal Yarn.

Alex
He’s always
angry.

Kajun
He’s just in his
own world.

Kai
You cannot
get blood
from a turnip.

Roi
Along with
Kai, cheap
hoodlums.

Syrac
She’s the
voice of
experience.
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Values
We worked on the plotline of Tzuki’s Plan b based on values we
identify with:
Ecology, sustainability and environmental care.
Increase visibility of the different branches of science and promotion of scientific communication
Teamwork and perseverance.
Support to the LGTBI community.
Support to feminism.
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Inspiration
Women in Science, Technology and Engineering
were our inspiration in developing Tzuki’s Plan B.

Meet our muses, intelligent role models that may
teach you about any scientific field.

María Cádiz

Juani Bermejo

Rocío Tomé

Patricia Tezanos Science communi- Sheila Querelt Sheila is forensic linguist

Biologist and y Chemistry
PhD that divulges her knowledge and curiosity in
Granada University.
Psychology graduate
and video game developer. She’s always up to
something, like FemDevs, project in which she is
co-founder.

Letirroja

If you like snakes and lizards, along with any other reptile, then
Letirroja is the biologist you’re looking for. Her
expertise is herpetology and she shares popular
science knowledge about nature.

Gloria Vázquez

Gloria’s specialty is
Wibbly-Wobbly Math Stuff, or something like
that is her YouTube channel title card, her field is
Natural Language Processing (NPL).

Computer Science and
Physics graduate. She’s also a Quantum Computer
Science PhD and a renowned LGTBI activist.

cator: neuroscience, biology, anthropology, psychology and sociology in her YouTube channel,
Antroporama.

Laura Parro

Her research involves the
analysis of the thermal state, structure and internal
evolution of Mars and Europa (Jupiter’s moon).

and head of the SQ-Forensic Linguists Lab. She has
a blog sirve to divulge about this particular field.

Artemis López Linguist and interpreter, Sara Gil
their expertise is gender-neutral language.
They are also sensitivity reader and member of
the Asociación Internacional de Traductores y
Redactores de Medicina y Ciencias Afines.

Nerea Luis

Robot-friendly, Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence PhD, Nerea is internationally renowned in the field of technology
innovation.

Copywriter and communication
specialist, she’s keen on physics and astronomy,
try out her game, Astrochat: available online.

Lidia Franco-Luzón

Biologist and
biomedicine PhD. Her current research revolves
around cencer, cellular therapy, inmunotherapy,
and mouse models.
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Objectives
The creation of Tzuki’s Plan B encompasses objectives beyond the
scope of game development and storyline.
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Raise awareness about
environmental care

Make known the differente
brances of science

Inspiration for
future women in science

We want to play our part to remark the importance of the care of our plent and the
living beings in it through raising awareness
about sustainability.

We want to create content to bring the public towards the different fields of science and to make
known the numerous expert women on each
branch in order to make them an example and
also inspiration.

We are aware that there is still a gender gap in
terms of science professionalism and for that,
we want this game to serve as an inspiration
for girls to consider a career in science and/or
engineering.
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About Cokoon Games Lab
Cokoon Games Lab is a developer studio centered
in creating indie video games accesible to all mobile
devices. We are a network of professionals that excel at
teamwork from different locations in Spain, with the aim
of developing fun and simple games. We are currently
working in the development of Tzuki’s Plan B.
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Team
We are a group of professionals from various locations in Spain that put
all our effort and love in such a special project.

Paula Olaz

Music

Javier Pérez

Design

Cristina Prieto

Screenplay advisor

Flavio Díaz

Illustrations

Víctor Ávila

María Algar

María Fornieles

Marketing

Programming

Eugenia Arrés

Marketing

Xabier Olaz

Animation

Localization

Alby Ojeda

Narrative Design

Rafa Díaz

Scientific Advisor
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Contact
press@cokoon.games

Are you curious about this game? Would you like more information for a press article?
Would you like to stream it in your twitch channel? Would you like our team in your event? Or
would you simple like to give us feedback?

Don’t hesitate to contact us. There is plenty of room for emails at our inbox and we’ll be
delighted to answer them.
Write us!

We attend news and interviews
at our press email:
press@cokoon.games

Please send us inquiries
and opinions about the
game at
info@cokoon.games

Are you a content creator
and want to make our game
known?
social@cokoon.games

Contact

